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Riveted
Must Love Hellhounds
The New York Times bestselling author of The Iron Duke and Heart of Steel returns to the Iron Seas with a riveting new
adventure of steampunk and passionate romance… A century after a devastating volcanic eruption forced Iceland’s
inhabitants to abandon its shores, the island became shrouded in secrecy. Five years ago, Annika unwittingly endangered
that secret, but her sister Källa took the blame and was exiled. Now Annika serves on the airship Phatéon, flying from port
to port in search of her sister and longing to return home. But that home is threatened when expedition leader David
Kentewess comes aboard. Determined to solve the mystery of his own origin, David will stop at nothing to expose Annika’s
secrets. But when disaster strikes, leaving David and Annika stranded on a glacier and pursued by a madman, their very
survival depends on keeping the heat rising between them—and generating lots of steam…

Enthralled
A Collection of Thoughts, Sayings and Meditations on the Way of the Samurai "It is said that what is called "the spirit of an
age" is something to which one cannot return. That this spirit gradually dissipates is due to the world's coming to an end.
For this reason, although one would like to change today's world back to the spirit of one hundred years or more ago, it
cannot be done. Thus it is important to make the best out of every generation." — Tsunetomo Yamamoto, Hagakure: The
Book of the Samurai A formerly secret text known only to the Samurai, Hagakure is a classic text on Bushido--the Way of
the Warrior. More than just a handbook for battle, Hagakure is a text that filled with teachings that still apply in business,
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political and social situations today. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked
table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll
share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
"Heart of Iron is so impressive, it deserves a seal of excellence! Like moths to a flame, readers will be drawn to the world
and characters McMaster has created. Make room on your keeper shelves"—Fresh Fiction Second in a thrilling steampunk
paranormal romance series, Lena Todd is pretty and vivacious, which makes her the perfect spy against the Echelon. But
when she finds herself in too deep, she'll find herself at the mercy of Will Carver, the only man she can't wrap around her
finger and whose kiss she can't forget. Lena Todd makes the perfect spy. Nobody suspects the flirtatious debutante could
be a sympathizer for the humanist movement haunting London's vicious blue blood elite. Not even the ruthless Will Carver,
the one man she can't twist around her little finger, and the one man whose kiss she can't forget Stricken with the loupe
and considered little more than a slave-without-a-collar to the blue bloods, Will wants nothing to do with the Echelon or the
dangerous beauty who drives him to the very edge of control. But when he finds a coded letter on Lena—a code that
matches one he saw on a fire-bombing suspect—he realizes she's in trouble. To protect her, he must seduce the truth from
her. With London on the brink of revolution, Lena and Will must race against time—and an automaton army—to stop the
humanist plot before it's too late. But as they fight to save a city, the greatest danger might just be to their hearts A fresh,
suspensful paranormal romance, Bec McMaster's London Steampunk novels will appeal to fans of Gail Carriger, Kristen
Callihan's Darkest London series, and the Blud series by Delilah Dawson. London Steampunk Series: Kiss of Steel (Book 1)
Heart of Iron (Book 2) My Lady Quicksilver (Book 3) Forged by Desire (Book 4) Of Silk and Steam (Book 5) What readers are
saying about Heart of Iron: "A clever and entertaining combination of historical romance, steampunk, paranormal and
alternate history." "a vastly unique and utterly vivid world that transports readers into another place." "a perfect mix of
action, romance and steampunk!" "a little dark and a lot dangerous." "Steampunk, romance, paranormal, suspense this
book literally had it all." What reviewers are saying about Heart of Iron: "An engrossing, thrilling sequel." — Tynga's Reviews
"Intriguing [readers will] love the sexy, action-packed narrative. " — Publishers Weekly "McMaster's second London
Steampunk Book dazzles and seduces will leave readers breathless. 4 1⁄2 Stars, Top Pick of the Month! " — RT Book
Reviews What everyone is saying about Bec McMaster: "a must read for paranormal fans and steampunk fans alike. 5/5
Stars, Reviewer Top Pick" — Night Owl Reviews "richly imagined, gritty and dark, and full of hot heroes and hot sex utterly
delicious. " —Smart Bitches, Trashy Books "Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot seductionBec McMaster offers it
all."—Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh

Ink, Iron, and Glass
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Hans Goebeler is known as the man who “pulled the plug” on U-505 in 1944 to keep his beloved U-boat out of Allied hands.
Steel Boat, Iron Hearts is his no-holds-barred account of service aboard a combat U-boat. It is the only full-length memoir of
its kind, and Goebeler was aboard for every one of U-505’s war patrols. Using his own experiences, log books, and
correspondence with other U-boat crewmen, Goebeler offers rich and very personal details about what life was like in the
German Navy under Hitler. Because his first and last posting was to U-505, Goebeler’s perspective of the crew,
commanders, and war patrols paints a vivid and complete portrait unlike any other to come out of the Kriegsmarine. He
witnessed it all: from deadly sabotage efforts that almost sunk the boat to the tragic suicide of the only U-boat commander
who took his life during WWII; from the terror and exhilaration of hunting the enemy, to the seedy brothels of France. The
vivid, honest, and smooth-flowing prose calls it like it was and pulls no punches. U-505 was captured by Captain Dan
Gallery’s Guadalcanal Task Group 22.3 on June 4, 1944. Trapped by this “Hunter-Killer” group, U-505 was depth-charged to
the surface, strafed by machine gun fire, and boarded. It was the first ship captured at sea since the War of 1812! Today,
hundreds of thousands of visitors tour U-505 each year at the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry. Included a special
Introduction by Keith Gill, Curator of U-505, Museum of Science and Industry. About the Authors: Hans Jacob Goebeler
served as control room mate aboard U-505. He died in 1999. John P. Vanzo is a former defense program analyst. He teaches
political science and geography at Bainbridge College in Georgia.

Riveted
Arden is an undercover agent for one of the most powerful organizations of this steam powered world—the Wardens of the
Realm—a group with extraordinary abilities, dedicated to protecting England against evil. Arden Grey enjoys a life most
women in 1898 London can’t even dream of: She has the social status, wealth, and independence of a countess. She also
has the ability to witness the final moments of a murder victim’s life. But ever since the disappearance of her husband,
Lucas, none of this means anything to her. Until one night, when Arden spies a man watching her—a man she recognizes as
her missing husband. He’s been ordered to assassinate Arden as retribution for her part in the killing of a Company agent.
Luke remembers nothing of his life before the Company, a corrupt agency that has erased his memory. Even so, he can't
seem to complete his assignment. There is something familiar about his lovely target, something that attracts him, and fills
him with dread. For he knows that if he doesn’t kill her, someone else will—and kill him as well.

Heart of Brass
Journey to New York Times bestelling author Meljean Brook's gritty, alluring world of the Iron Seas, and gear up for
passionate steampunk adventure As the mercenary captain of the Lady Corsair, Yasmeen has learned to keep her heart as
cold as steel, her only loyalty bound to her ship and her crew. So when a man who once tried to seize her airship returns
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from the dead, Yasmeen will be damned if she gives him another opportunity to take control. Treasure-hunter Archimedes
Fox isn’t interested in the Lady Corsair—he wants her coldhearted captain and the valuable da Vinci sketch she stole from
him. To reclaim it, Archimedes is determined to seduce the stubborn woman who once tossed him to a ravenous pack of
zombies, but she’s no easy conquest. When da Vinci’s sketch attracts a dangerous amount of attention, Yasmeen and
Archimedes journey to Horde-occupied Morocco—and straight into their enemy’s hands. But as they fight to save
themselves and a city on the brink of rebellion, the greatest peril Yasmeen faces is from the man who seeks to melt her icy
heart…

Hagakure: The Book of the Samurai
Hans Goebeler is known as the man who “pulled the plug” on U-505 in 1944 to keep his beloved U-boat out of Allied hands.
Steel Boat, Iron Hearts is his no-holds-barred account of service aboard a combat U-boat. It is the only full-length memoir of
its kind, and Goebeler was aboard for every one of U-505’s war patrols. Using his own experiences, log books, and
correspondence with other U-boat crewmen, Goebeler offers rich and very personal details about what life was like in the
German Navy under Hitler. Because his first and last posting was to U-505, Goebeler’s perspective of the crew,
commanders, and war patrols paints a vivid and complete portrait unlike any other to come out of the Kriegsmarine. He
witnessed it all: from deadly sabotage efforts that almost sunk the boat to the tragic suicide of the only U-boat commander
who took his life during WWII; from the terror and exhilaration of hunting the enemy, to the seedy brothels of France. The
vivid, honest, and smooth-flowing prose calls it like it was and pulls no punches. U-505 was captured by Captain Dan
Gallery’s Guadalcanal Task Group 22.3 on June 4, 1944. Trapped by this “Hunter-Killer” group, U-505 was depth-charged to
the surface, strafed by machine gun fire, and boarded. It was the first ship captured at sea since the War of 1812! Today,
hundreds of thousands of visitors tour U-505 each year at the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry. Included a special
Introduction by Keith Gill, Curator of U-505, Museum of Science and Industry. About the Authors: Hans Jacob Goebeler
served as control room mate aboard U-505. He died in 1999. John P. Vanzo is a former defense program analyst. He teaches
political science and geography at Bainbridge College in Georgia.

Mina Wentworth and the Invisible City
All hell breaks loose in Meljean Brook's erotic, supernatural debut novel. Lilith, a demon, has spent 2,000 years tempting
men and guaranteeing their eventual damnation. That is, until she meets her greatest temptation: the man whose life
mission has been to kill her.

Mist, Metal, and Ash
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AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME Surviving on the treacherous Iron Seas requires a heart of steel…but how can
Yasmeen hope to survive when her heart has already been stolen by Archimedes Fox…? Tethered along the south dock of
Port Fallow, Captain Yasmeen Corsair’s magnificent new airship, Lady Nergüi, awaits its departure with adventurer and
treasure-hunter Archimedes Fox. But this time, Yasmeen, a fearless mercenary who has always prided herself on a heart of
steel, has reasons to worry when Miles Bilson, an acquaintance from Archimedes’ earlier smuggling days, sends an urgent
message requesting help. With a past marked by betrayal, Archimedes wonders what his former partner could want—other
than revenge. Yasmeen fears that Bilson could threaten everything Archimedes holds dear. Though both Archimedes and
Yasmeen love the exhilaration of veering wildly off course, neither is prepared for where there newest risk will take
them…or what it might cost them. Tethered was previously published in Heart of Steel. Includes a preview of Meljean
Brook’s Guardian Demon

Here There Be Monsters
Demon Angel
A magical, wonderful modern classic about the destinies of Napoleon’s faithful cook and the daughter of a Venetian
boatman. Set during the tumultuous years of the Napoleonic Wars, The Passion intertwines the destinies of two remarkable
people: Henri, a simple French soldier, who follows Napoleon from glory to Russian ruin; and Villanelle, the red-haired, webfooted daughter of a Venetian boatman, whose husband has gambled away her heart. In Venice’s compound of carnival,
chance, and darkness, the pair meets their singular destiny. In her unique and mesmerizing voice, Jeanette Winterson’s
“concentrated, beautifully detailed prose” (The New York Times) unfurls a “historical novel quite different from any other”
(Vanity Fair). “Recalls García Márquez . . . Magical touches dance like highlights over the brilliance of this fairy tale about
passion, gambling, madness, and androgynous ecstasy.” —Edmund White

The Heart of an Earl
The founder and CEO of Onnit, the mega lifestyle brand and one of the fastest growing companies in the country, teaches
us how one single day of positive choices leads to a lifetime of concrete strategies for better living, optimal performance,
and a stronger mind, body, and spirit. Human optimization thought leader Aubrey Marcus’s personal and professional
mission rests on a single question: How can we get the most out of our body and mind on a daily basis? Marcus answers
that question in Own the Day, Own Your Life an empowering handbook that guides readers to optimize every moment of
the day, from waking in the morning, through work and play, until bedtime each night. With small, actionable changes
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implemented throughout the course of one day, we can feel better, perform more efficiently, and live happier. And these
daily habits turn into weekly routines, ultimately becoming part of lifelong healthy choices. From workouts and diet to inbox
triage, mindfulness, shower temperature, and sex, this ground-breaking manual provides simple strategies for each
element of your day. Drawing from the latest studies and traditional practices from around the world, Own the Day, Own
Your Life delivers an optimization philosophy, including cutting-edge life-hacking tips, nutritional expertise, brain upgrades,
and fitness regiments. Own the Day, Own Your Life is a must-have "choose-your-own-adventure" guide for the everyman
and everywoman—packed with pragmatic and effective strategies that empower you to enjoy your life, take charge of your
health, and own the day.

The Odyssey of Homer
This second book in a trilogy of high adventure and alternate history combines rousing pulp action with steampunk style,
bringing epic political themes to life within a story of heartbreaking romance, sacrifice, and heroism. Princess Adele
struggles with a life of marriage and obligation as her Equatorian Empire and their American Republic allies stand on the
brink of war against the vampire clans of the north. However, the alliance's horrific strategy for total victory drives Adele to
abandon her duty and embark on a desperate quest to keep her nation from staining its hands with genocide. Reunited with
her great love, the mysterious adventurer known to the world as the Greyfriar, Adele is pursued by her own people as well
as her vengeful husband, Senator Clark. With the human alliance in disarray, Prince Cesare, lord of the British vampire clan,
seizes the initiative and strikes at the very heart of Equatoria. As Adele labors to bring order to her world, she learns more
about the strange powers she exhibited in the north. Her teacher, Mamoru, leads a secret cabal of geomancers who believe
Adele is the one who can touch the vast power of the Earth that surges through ley lines and wells up at the rifts where the
lines meet. These energies are the key to defeating the enemy of mankind. If Princess Adele could ever bring this power
under her command, she could be death to vampires. But such a victory would also cost the life of Adele's beloved
Greyfriar. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Iron Duke
"Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot seductionBec McMaster offers it all."—Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh
A brilliantly creative debut where vampires, werewolves, and clockwork creatures roam the mist–shrouded streets of
London When Nowhere is Safe Most people avoid the dreaded Whitechapel district. For Honoria Todd, it's the last safe
haven. But at what price? Blade is known as the master of the rookeries—no one dares cross him. It's been said he faced
down the Echelon's army single–handedly, that ever since being infected by the blood–craving he's been quicker, stronger,
and almost immortal. When Honoria shows up at his door, his tenuous control comes close to snapping. She's soinnocent.
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He doesn't see her backbone of steel—or that she could be the very salvation he's been seeking.

A Touch of Stone and Snow
Dive into the world of beasts and barbarians in this prequel to the exhilarating Gathering of Dragons series by Milla Vane. A
warrior princess must tame The Beast of Blackmoor to earn a place among her people. When she arrives in Blackmoor,
however, she finds a land cursed by a demon and ruled by an evil warlordand discovers that the beast isn't a monster, but a
barbarian warrior who intends to do some taming himself.

Own the Day, Own Your Life
"The Blushing Bounder by Meljean Brook: While the search for a killer puts Constable Newberry's life in danger, he faces a
danger of another kind: to his heart, by the woman forced to marry him. What will it take for this prudish bounder to
convince his wife to stay? Vixen by Jessica Sims: Miko's denied her were-fox nature for far too long and turned her back on
her vixen heritage. But when she meets two very sexy cat-shifters, she has to decide if she truly wants to give up on her
frisky side, or embrace it. Because the were-fox in her doesn't want to choose between both men-- it wants them both.
Kitten-Tiger & the Monk by Carolyn Crane: Sophia Sidway, Midcity's most dangerous memory revisionist, seeks out the
mysterious Monk in the wasteland beneath the Tangle turnpike, hoping for redemption-- but it turns out that the Monk is
not all that pious, and the turnpike is no turnpike at all."--Page 4 of cover.

Guardian Demon
After freeing England from Horde control, Rhys Trahaearn has built a merchant empire. And when Detective Mina
Wentworth enters his dangerous world to investigate a mysterious death, Rhys intends to make her his next conquest.

Steel Boat, Iron Hearts
Tales of alpha angelsfrom four alpha authors. They soar through the night, unearthly creatures of legends and lore. Four
masters of urban fantasy and paranormal romance explore the rapture of the heavens above, and the darkness below in
four all-new stories of angels and guardians, and good and evil.

The Road
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Danger lurks in the western realms. Though an evil king has been defeated, a sorcerer warlord has risen and nobody is
safe. This demon-possessed warlord creates magical terrors, attacking nations with the ultimate goal to weaken and
demolish them before the Destroyer's imminent return. When Lizzan leads the Kothan army against these terrors, only to
see her soldiers massacred and to emerge as the only survivor, she is called a coward. A disgrace. A failure. Shunned from
her home, Lizzan now wanders in solitude through the lands as a mercenary for hire, until she encounters a group of
warriors seeking new alliances with the northern kingdoms--a group that includes Aerax, the bastard prince of Koth, and the
man who sent her into exile. Though they were former childhood friends, Aerax cannot trust the woman whose failure led to
the fall of a kingdom. But when a goddess's demand binds them together, Lizzan and Aerax must find a way to overcome
their painful pasts. Or there will be no future for the western realms

Queen Mab
They have the power to hold you spellbound, to captivate your senses, and to keep you forever in their control. Forever
enthralled… #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh returns to her sensual world of the Breeds…as one stubborn
Breed meets her match, and can no longer deny her mate—or the fierce desires of her own heart. New York Times
bestselling author Alyssa Day introduces the League of the Black Swan…and the dangerous game one woman plays when
her family’s curse dooms her to kill the man she loves. New York Times bestselling author Meljean Brook delivers a new
story in her steampunk world of the Iron Seas…as a man who’s lost everything returns home to find that not only is his
marriage in jeopardy, but he must now fight air pirates who intend to steal his one remaining treasure—his wife. And Lucy
Monroe, national bestselling author of the Children of the Moon novels…unleashes the feral passions of a werewolf on the
body, mind, and soul of his prey, his lover, his lifemate.

A Heart of Blood and Ashes
The exhilarating introduction to New York Times bestselling author Meljean Brook’s gritty and seductive novels of the Iron
Seas. Desperate to leave London, two years ago Ivy Blacksmith secured her overseas passage by striking a provocative
bargain with the domineering pirate Mad Machen. Saved from his bed at the last moment, Ivy fled the city, but Mad Machen
vowed to come after her… Eking out a living in the little town of Fool’s Cove, Ivy never expected that her impetuous offer
would continue to haunt her. But the beautiful blacksmith owes Mad Machen the price of a voyage, and the pirate captain is
determined to collect. Includes a preview of Meljean Brook’s The Kraken King. “Here There Be Monsters” previously
appeared in Burning Up.

The Iliad of Homer
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Given in memory of Arnaud S. "Mike" Michel in acknowledgement of his unwaivering commitment to his role as father by
Patricia Bonilla Harrison.

The Iron Giant
What if V-E Day didn’t end World War II in Europe? What if, instead, the Allies had to face a potent, even fanatical, postwar
Nazi resistance? Such a movement, based in the fabled Alpine Redoubt, was in fact a real threat, ultimately neutralized by
Germany’s flagging resources and squabbling officials. But had SS Obergruppenführer Reinhard Heydrich, the notorious
Man with the Iron Heart, not been assassinated in 1942, fate might have taken a different turn. We might likely have seen a
German guerrilla war launched against the conquerors, presaging by more than half a century the protracted conflict with
an unrelenting enemy that now engulfs the United States and its allies in Iraq. How might today’s clash of troops versus
terrorists have played out in 1945? In this imagined world, Nazi forces resort to unconventional warfare, using the quick and
dirty tactics of terrorism–booby traps, time bombs, mortar and rocket strikes in the night, assassinations, even kamikazestyle suicide attacks–to overturn what seemed to be a decisive Allied victory. In November 1945, a truck bomb blows up the
Nuremberg Palace of Justice, where high-ranking Nazi officials are about to stand trial for war crimes. None of the accused
are there when the bomb goes off, but their judges, all of them present and accounted for, are annihilated. Worse acts of
terrorism follow all over Europe. Suddenly the Allies–especially the United States–must battle an invisible enemy and
sacrifice countless lives in a long, seemingly pointless, unwinnable conflict. On the home front, patriotism corrodes, political
fortunes are made and lost in the face of an antiwar backlash, and a once-proud country wonders how the righteous fight
for freedom overseas has collapsed into a hopeless quagmire. At once a novel of thrilling military suspense, intriguing
alternate history, and profound insight into contemporary affairs, The Man with the Iron Heart is a tour de force by a
storyteller of exceptional imaginative power. From the Hardcover edition.

Kiss of Steel
From New York Times bestselling authors Charlaine Harris, Nalini Singh, Ilona Andrews, and Meljean Brook come four
paranormal tales of man’s worst friend Follow paranormal bodyguards Clovache and Batanya into Lucifer’s realm, where
they encounter his fearsome four-legged pets, in Charlaine Harris’s “The Britlingens Go to Hell.” Seek out a traitor in the
midst of a guild of non-lethal vampire trackers, one that intends to eradicate the entire species of bloodsuckers, in Nalini
Singh’s “Angels’ Judgment.” Find out why the giant three-headed dog that guards the gates of Hades has left the
underworld for the real world—and whose scent he’s following—in Ilona Andrews’s “Magic Mourns.” Embark on a perilous
search for the kidnapped niece of a powerful vampire alongside her blind—and damn sexy—companion and a hellhound in
Meljean Brook’s “Blind Spot.”
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Ballad of Reading Gaol
A lady willing to do anything to escape death. A long lost earl determined to stay adrift. Fates meet and a cursed journey
begins, sparking to life an attraction that will consume both of them in this newest novel from USA Today Bestseller, K.J.
Jackson. A lady willing to do anything to escape death. Ripped from her family years ago by a pirate captain, Lady Julianna
knows a thing or two about surviving. But she’s grasping at the last threads of staying alive after the captain dies and
leaves her at the mercy of the pirate crew. She hides his death—as the second the crew of the Red Dragon discovers the
captain is dead, survival will be the least of her worries. But the ruse can only work for so long. Just when her hope is nearly
lost, their ship is attacked and she spies a way out. A way out in the form of one tall, strong sailor that just may be her
salvation—or her biggest mistake. A long lost earl determined to stay adrift. Desmond Phillips gave up any hope of living a
normal life years ago when his wife and unborn baby died. Losing himself among the crew of a privateering ship, all in
England gave him up for dead—just as he and his shattered heart preferred it. Two lost souls meet. In the midst of a battle
at sea, a sprite of a woman drops onto Des, begging for his help. He saves her and inherits the duty to bring her home
safely. As the journey to deliver Lady Julianna home to England unfolds, these two lost souls find unlikely kindred spirits in
each other, and the cold, broken shards of Des’s heart begin to heal. But the curse of an ancient box haunts their every
move—their very lives. If they manage to break the curse of the Box of Draupnir, they may just be rewarded with an
undying love. Join the adventure today! You’ll love The Heart of an Earl, the first in the Box of Draupnir series and a can’tmiss enthralling regency romance by USA Today bestselling author, K.J. Jackson. Note: The novels in the Box of Draupnir
series by K.J. Jackson are each stand-alone stories and can be read individually in any order. These historical romances are
set in the Regency and Victorian eras, and do not shy away from scenes with steamy heat, occasional naughty language,
and moments that might possibly make you squirm.

Steel Boat, Iron Hearts
Four centuries ago, two young guardians would have surrendered to t he desire burning between them—if a demon hadn’t
shattered any possibility of their love. Now, a desperate plea for help thrusts them together, even as shocking betrayals
threaten their reunion.

The Beast of Blackmoor
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight
to survive. A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash
on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the
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coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves
against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The
Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the
father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an
unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and
the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best
Books of the Year The Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City Star, Los Angeles
Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village Voice, The Washington Post

Tethered (Novella)
The New York Times bestselling author of The Iron Duke and Heart of Steel returns to the Iron Seas with a riveting new
adventure of steampunk and passionate romance… A century after a devastating volcanic eruption forced Iceland’s
inhabitants to abandon its shores, the island became shrouded in secrecy. Five years ago, Annika unwittingly endangered
that secret, but her sister Källa took the blame and was exiled. Now Annika serves on the airship Phatéon, flying from port
to port in search of her sister and longing to return home. But that home is threatened when expedition leader David
Kentewess comes aboard. Determined to solve the mystery of his own origin, David will stop at nothing to expose Annika’s
secrets. But when disaster strikes, leaving David and Annika stranded on a glacier and pursued by a madman, their very
survival depends on keeping the heat rising between them—and generating lots of steam…

Novellas and Stories
The Man with the Iron Heart
A generation past, the western realms were embroiled in endless war. Then the Destroyer came. From the blood and ashes
he left behind, a tenuous alliance rose between the barbarian riders of Parsathe and the walled kingdoms of the south. That
alliance is all that stands against the return of an ancient evil—until the barbarian king and queen are slain in an act of
bloody betrayal. Though forbidden by the alliance council to kill the corrupt king responsible for his parents’ murders,
Maddek vows to avenge them, even if it costs him the Parsathean crown. But when he learns it was the king’s daughter who
lured his parents to their deaths, the barbarian warrior is determined to make her pay. Yet the woman Maddek captures is
not what he expected. Though the last in a line of legendary warrior-queens, Yvenne is small and weak, and the sharpest
weapons she wields are her mind and her tongue. Even more surprising is the marriage she proposes to unite them in their
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goals and to claim their thrones—because her desire for vengeance against her father burns even hotter than his own…

Heart of Steel
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME After Mina is called in to investigate the murder of an aristocratic bounder, her
husband Rhys—known to the world as the Iron Duke—must overcome his fear for his new bride before his need to protect
her tears them apart. But when she invites him to join her at the murder scene, a search for a mysterious killing machine
puts her in more danger than ever before…a danger that leads straight back to Rhys. Previously published in The Iron Duke.
Includes a preview of Meljean Brook’s upcoming novel, Riveted.

Heart of Iron
In debut author Gwendolyn Clare's thrilling Ink, Iron, and Glass, worlds collide as Elsa unveils a deep political conspiracy
seeking to unlock the most dangerous weapon ever created—and only she can stop it. Can she write a world gone wrong? A
certain pen, a certain book, and a certain person can craft entirely new worlds through a branch of science called
scriptology. Elsa comes from one such world that was written into creation, where her mother—a noted
scriptologist—constantly alters and expands their reality. But when her home is attacked and her mother kidnapped, Elsa is
forced to cross into the real world and use her own scriptology gifts to find her. In an alternative Victorian Italy, Elsa finds a
secret society of young scientists with a gift for mechanics, alchemy, or scriptology—and meets Leo, a gorgeous mechanist
with a smart mouth and tragic past. She recruits the help of these fellow geniuses just as an assassin arrives on their
doorstep. An Imprint Book “The novel samples historical figures the way a hip-hop album might sample a classic riff: it
opens a window to European history, lets in fresh air, and sends facts flying This novel is a source of serious fun.” —School
Library Journal (starred review) “This debut novel is fully realized steampunk-fantasy, offering an alternate history that
deftly and creatively adopts the politics of 19th-century Italy to create a compellingly unique world. Exciting and original.”
—Kirkus (starred review) “Clare's debut is built upon an intriguing premise A solid series starter featuring a competent,
flawed heroine that’s built for sf fans.” —Booklist “There’s much more to uncover in the political machinations of each
world, and a gasp-worthy ending ensures a sequel.” —BCCB

Steel Crow Saga
One wrong turn and twenty-fourth-century explorer Quinn had fallen through a crack in time--three hundred years in the
pastand straight into the arms of the woman of his dreams. Now he was stranded in another time and entranced by
Houston Malloy, the beauty who had taken him in. She had never experienced anything like the sexy stranger who had
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tumbled into her world. Common sense told Houston he must be lying about who he truly was, yet his eyes, his touch
compelled her to believe in something so extraordinary, she could scarcely breathe. Though Quinn had found a peace all his
quantum leaps had never granted him, a clock had begun to tick. If Quinn could not find a way back to his own time, he
would have no tomorrows to share with Houstonfor he would no longer exist.

Quinn's Way
Four destinies collide in a unique fantasy world of war and wonders, where empire is won with enchanted steel and magical
animal companions fight alongside their masters in battle. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR •
Tordotcom • Kirkus Reviews A soldier with a curse Tala lost her family to the empress’s army and has spent her life
avenging them in battle. But the empress’s crimes don’t haunt her half as much as the crimes Tala has committed against
the laws of magic . . . and against her own flesh and blood. A prince with a debt Jimuro has inherited the ashes of an
empire. Now that the revolution has brought down his kingdom, he must depend on Tala to bring him home safe. But it was
his army who murdered her family. Now Tala will be his redemption—or his downfall. A detective with a grudge Xiulan is an
eccentric, pipe-smoking detective who can solve any mystery—but the biggest mystery of all is her true identity. She’s a
princess in disguise, and she plans to secure her throne by presenting her father with the ultimate prize: the world’s most
wanted prince. A thief with a broken heart Lee is a small-time criminal who lives by only one law: Leave them before they
leave you. But when Princess Xiulan asks her to be her partner in crime—and offers her a magical animal companion as a
reward—she can’t say no, and she soon finds she doesn’t want to leave the princess behind. This band of rogues and royals
should all be enemies, but they unite for a common purpose: to defeat an unstoppable killer who defies the laws of magic.
In this battle, they will forge unexpected bonds of friendship and love that will change their lives—and begin to change the
world.

Angels of Darkness
The Passion
When Michael, the leader of the angelic Guardians, betrays her trust, former detective Andromeda Taylor wants to return to
her human life but must first fight alongside him and the other Guardians to save the world from the demons of Hell.
Original.

Just Dads
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Demon Forged
The fearsome iron giant becomes a hero when he challenges a huge space monster.

The Rift Walker
Worlds collide in this thrilling sequel to the epic, imaginative, acclaimed fantasy Ink, Iron, and Glass. In an alternate 19thcentury Italy, Elsa has an incredible gift: she can craft new worlds with precise lines of script written in books. But political
extremists have stolen the most dangerous book ever scribed—one that can rewrite the Earth itself. Now Elsa must track
down the friend who betrayed her and recover the book before its destructive power is unleashed. Can she handle the
secrets she’ll uncover along the way—including the ones hiding in her own heart? An Imprint Book "The alternate-history
thrill ride continues The author is a master of character development Action and adventure with a fearless heroine at the
helm." —Kirkus Reviews “A satisfying sequel.” —Booklist PRAISE FOR INK, IRON, AND GLASS: “This novel is a source of
serious fun.” —School Library Journal (starred review) “Exciting and original.” —Kirkus (starred review) “Clare’s debut is
built upon an intriguing premise A solid series starter featuring a competent, flawed heroine that’s built for sf fans.”
—Booklist “A gasp-worthy ending ensures a sequel.” — Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
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